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The growing debt of developing countries, particularly in Latin America, poses a 

threat to political democracy and to the world economy. Far from alleviating the 

problem, the Interna tiona! ~-.1onetary Fund has made it worse, and the plan advanced by 

Treasury Secretary James Baker is unlikely to work any better. Far more promising is the 

• approach to debt relief recently outlined by Senator Bill Bradley, especially if coupled 

e with guarantees of human and worker rights. 

• • 

A typical 1~\F debt restructuring program imposes economic austerity and a 

currency devaluation on the debtor nation, both of which add to unemployment,· hurt 

workers and farmers, and sap consumer purchasing power. The lMF also insists on 

restricting the debtor's imports and increasing its exports in order to accumulate the 

foreign exchange needed to service its debt. 

These policies do not make sense -- Gither morally or economically. They fuel 

explosive political discontent and undermine the fragile democracies our government 

should be encouraging. They aggravate the U.S. trade deficit while doing little to 

promote econornic growth in the debtor nations; growth requires the e_?C:_P-.~!1?190.. not 

contraction, of their dornestic markets. 
~-------~-.........--.. _. 

Without this growth, debt restructuring will not rescue the debtor nations. Even 

with restructurin3, some debtor countries have seen their debt soar. Their new loans are 

si:nply used to pay the interest on their foreign debt, or are lost through capital flight, 

while most of their people bear intolerable hardship. 

The plan announced by Secretary Baker would make available to 15 countries, 

with an aggregate foreign debt of $437 billion, new loans of $29 billion, over a three-year 
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period, from private banks and the World Bank. It would require each country to sell off 

public enterprises, reduce social budgets, and adopt other supply-side policies. 

Six months after the announcement, the private banks have shown little interest 

in the plan. If the multilateral public banks participate alone, Baker's plan will amount to 

a bailout of the private banks. 

In the final analysis, the Baker proposal is even worse than the current IMF 

approach. 

The AFL-CIO believes that the Bradley plan holds more promise. It calls for 

lenders to forego three percentage points of interest and to cancel three percent of 

principal in each of three years on all outstanding loans for eligible countries. Before 

receiving these benefits for a given year, each country's policies would be reviewed to 

assure that they liberalize trade, permitting their citizens to buy goods from the U.S. and 

other countries; reverse capital flight; encourage international investment; promote 

economic growth; enjoy broad political support; and maintain scandal-free debt 

management. 

The AFL-CIO agrees with Senator Bradley that "as a result of austerity programs, 

resources have poured out of developing countries on their way to wealthier creditors in 

e the form of forced trade surpluses and capital flight,'' and that jobs will not be restored in 

4t the industrialized countries until this problem is solved. 

The Bradley proposal recognizes that debt relief must be multilateral, involving 

European and Japanese creditors as well as U.S. banks. The forthcoming round of GATT 

trade talks offers an opportunity to deal with the twin problems of international debt and 

international trade. 

The AFL-CIO also calls for a prohibition against loans by public multilateral 

institutions to countries that violate internationally recognized human rights and workers 

rights as defined by the International Labor Organization, including: the right of free 

ass,_:iation; the right to organize and bargain collectively; a prohibition against forced or 
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compulsory labor; a minimum age for the employment of children; and acceptable conditions 

of work with respect to minimum wages, hours of work, and occupational safety and health. 

In the absence of such rights, labor exploitation prevents balanced economic growth 

in debtor nations, making them poor credit risks and bad trading partners for the United 

States and other countries. 

The AFL-CIO supports Senator Bradley's plan as a promising new beginning and 

urges that it be strengthened by the addition of effective guarantees of worker and human 

rights. 
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